perception modern
Environments are invisible. Their groundrules, pervasive structure, and overall patterns elude easy perception.

*The Medium is the Massage* - Marshall McLuhan
Spadina killed: Transit future left in chaos

U.S. offers to buy our oil, gas, hydro in giant trade pact

New deal for citizens appealing decisions of Ontario boards

He fought City Hall--and won

Refused to rescind increase 4 oil companies criticized

Ontario announces highway construction costing $271 million
The circuited city of the future will not be the huge hunk of concentrated real estate created by the railway. It will take on a totally new meaning under conditions of very rapid movement. It will be an information megalopolis. What remains of the configuration of former “cities’ will be very much like World’s Fairs – places in which to show off new technology, not places of work or residence.
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